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Dave holds beautiful little Zsa Zsa, just one of the adorable kittens he has fostered for OAR. Zsa
Zsa was adopted in late August.  

 

Volunteer spotlight: David Sageser

OAR volunteers make all the difference in the lives of our cats. Each month, we will be recognizing
some of them.

By Eileen Connelly

The first time OAR volunteers saw the tiny white longhaired kitten, she was frightened, dirty, hungry

and covered in fleas. By the time she was adopted two months later, the gorgeous kitten,

appropriately named Zsa Zsa, had transformed into quite the little diva – happy, playful and

confident. Her transformation was largely due to the TLC, and more than a little spoiling, she

received while being fostered in the home of OAR volunteer Dave Sageser and his wife, Iris.

Dave became involved with OAR six years ago just as he was nearing retirement from his

engineering job at Procter & Gamble and seeking a volunteer opportunity. He learned about OAR

from a fellow engineer, Jim Keighley, whose wife, Diane, volunteered there. OAR was a natural fit

for Dave who says, “I’ve always loved cats.”

He initially worked as a cat care volunteer at OAR’s former site in O’Bryonville, tending to the cats’

needs, from feeding and cleaning litter boxes to giving them plenty of loves during hi weekly shift.

When the current building in Madisonville was purchased in 2006, Dave and Steve Jonson, another

dedicated OAR volunteer, were instrumental in the renovation process and preparing the facility for

operations. After copper thieves damaged one of OAR’s air conditioning units this past July, Dave

worked to revamp the rescue’s video security system and researched the specifics of linking the air

conditioning units to an alarm. He currently serves as president of OAR’s board and is lending his

expertise to the organization’s next building project, which includes the construction of a new

shelter and remodeling of the present rescue to expand the clinic and TNR resource center. In

addition, Dave plays an active role in ensuring OAR kitties find loving homes, working as a weekend

adoption host at the rescue.

While Dave definitely finds all of his volunteer activities with OAR to be meaningful, he

acknowledges that fostering kittens is the most rewarding. He estimates that he and Iris have

fostered more than 20 kittens over the years. “I really enjoy fostering,” Dave said. “Who wouldn’t

want to have an adorable kitten at their house? It can be stressful when they’re sick, but it’s even

more rewarding to help them get better and you see them transform into happy, healthy kittens.”

The Sagesers have five cats of their own — all OAR alums: Ellie (white with black spots); siblings

Sophia (black/white) and Stan (gray tabby); Grayson (gray) and GG (gray tabby).
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Of his involvement with OAR, Dave says, “The group has enjoyed so much success and we’ve

been able to fix and assist so many cats. I have to believe we’ve made a difference in the

community. The people here are amazing and I’m inspired by their dedication. It’s great to able to

help the cats and be around people who share the same goals and passion that I do. I’m so proud

of OAR!”
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